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INDY ELEVEN HEAD COACH MARTIN RENNIE 
 
On his team’s morale at home … 
 
“One of the things we just talked about is it took us a few games last season to make this place 
a fortress, but since then it’s been a great place for us. We’ve had game after game after game 
after game where we’ve done well, where we’ve gained a lot of confidence, where we’ve won 
good games and big games, and tonight it needed to be another one of those nights – and we 
showed up and did it. I think that the key point was making sure that intensity was very high 
from the beginning of the game, because if you start slow it would be very hard to up the tempo. 
If you start fast you might be able to recover or take it easy later on, and that’s what happened.” 
 
On snapping the four-game losing skid… 
 
“Honestly I think that we played like 24 games in six months, then we played 10 games in a little 
more than a month. It doesn’t matter who you are in the world, that’s hard. A lot of those games 
were on the road and a lot of travel was involved, so I think the players know that there were 
some uncharacteristic mistakes that lead to goals or that led to misses. 
 
“Yesterday I just sensed in training that we managed to put it behind us and move on.  You 
know, we’re having a really good season, and I think when you lose some games it’s always 
disappointing. The thing that was a bit difficult in that run as well is we didn’t have time to train. 
We weren’t really allowed to work on things because it was game, game, game, game, travel, 
game. So I think our players were still very confident and I think coming home helped a lot. Our 
fans really get behind us and make a lot of noise, they really make a difference to how the 
players feel, and that showed right from the beginning tonight. So it was a great win and I think it 
really showed the character of the players, it shows their determination, their hunger. Now we 
need to get a little break and move on and really do well for the rest of the season.” 
 
On the offense tonight … 
 
“Well I think Dane [Kelly] and Cristian [Novoa] looked really good together; that’s the first time 
that they have played as a partnership and I think they both did really well. Dane set up 
Christian for his goal, Dane made good movements and runs to create other chances for 
himself and others, so I thought that was an important part. When Ilija [Ilic] is in the mix, he’s 
really good at creating chances from that position as well and keeps good positions higher up 
the field, which is very important.  I think those were the key factors.  
 
“I thought our delivery on our set plays was very good and our movement was good on those.  
In addition to that, I think we had a number of other chances. We had a good couple of crosses 
that maybe if we had a little bit better of headers we would’ve had goals from that. We had good 
movement, good balls in. I think we are still trying to find that right mix, but tonight we found it 
well.” 
 
 



On the play of goalkeeper Jordan Farr … 
 
“I feel very confident (when Farr plays). We have two great goalkeepers and they’ve done an 
excellent job all season long. I think that Jordan has been focused and ready for his chances, 
and I thought tonight he did everything that he was asked to and he made it look fairly 
comfortable. I think that he made a really good save in the first half that looked like he made it 
very easy, but it was a difficult one; the ball skipped and he held it. I think he had a good night.” 
 
 
INDY ELEVEN GOALKEEPER JORDAN FARR 
 
Thoughts on the match …  
 
“We needed it. Like, it was a need tonight, to get three points. The clean sheet is an added 
bonus, but right now the boys needed a win and we were just chomping at the bit to get home.  
Being here, in front of this crowd, probably the most we’ve had since the opening night, is just 
perfect.  We honestly, literally, right now can’t do it without the (Brickyard Battalion). This was 
much needed and refreshing for all the boys.” 
 
On the mental impact of winning… 
 
“I mean, it got us out of a big ol’ rut. A four-game losing streak, you never like it. I mean, you 
never like to have that. Not only did it get us out of a rut, we are now able to have six days to 
prepare for this next game, which might be whether or not we get to host a home playoff game. 
So for us it was a momentum shifter, a momentum boost, and like I just said, it just refreshes us 
to be back here, get a solid win, play well as a unit, and have some fun while we did it.” 
 
On Coach Rennie’s pregame speech … 
 
“There was definitely a vibe that was ‘This needs to end here now.’ Like, there is no chance that 
we are losing this game, there’s no chance we are not going to get points out of this and win. I 
think we were under a mentality of ‘This is it.’ Coach Martin knew just how to motivate us. Our 
leaders on the team, Matty [Watson], Paddy [Barrett], [Neveal] Hackshaw, Ayoze – these guys 
lead us so well and do so before the game in a really, really appropriate manner for what the 
boys need.” 


